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ABSTRACT

Nine selected Anticipated Transients Without Scram (ATWS) have been simulated on the
BNL Engineering Plant Analyzer (EPA), to determine how power and flow oscillations, similar
to those that did or could have occurred at the LaSalle-2 Boiling Water Reactor (BWR), could
affect the rate of Pressure Suppression Pool heating. It has been determined that the pool can
reach its temperature limit of 80°C in 4.3 min. after Turbine Trip without Bypass, if the
feedwater pumps are not tripped. The pool will not reach its limit, if Boron is injected, even
when oscillations are encountered. Simultaneous turbine and recirculation pump trips,
introduced under stable conditions, can lead to instability.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
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United States Government or any agency thereof.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Large limit-cycle power and flow oscillations in a BWR give rise to an increase in time-
mean fission power above that which is attained during stable natural circulation after a dual
recirculation pump trip. This was determined by the computer simulation on the BNL
Engineering Plant Analyzer (EPA) of the March 1988 instability event at the LaSalle power plant
[1]. The elevated mean fission power can, in turn, cause the suppression pool temperature to
reach its limit of 80 °C (175°F) faster than it would during normal ATWS conditions with over-
pressurization of the vessel. It is the purpose of this paper to describe the analyses carried out
for selected ATWS scenarios to obtain the times available before the suppression pool
temperature reaches its limit of 80 °C (175°F), above which the pool ceases to condense
effectively the steam discharged from the reactor vessel. Nine ATWS scenarios were postulated
by NRR of the USNRC. They involved both component failures and operator actions. The aim
for selecting the transients is to have large, limit-cycle oscillations fully developed before
operator interventions are introduced.

This paper demonstrates the capabilities of the EPA to support accident management,
through its ability to scope out a large number of BWR transients very quickly and at low cost.
It should be noted that the nine transients presented here were simulated in only two days. This
time includes some modelling changes and is still far less than it took to document the results.

2. SCOPE OF SIMULATIONS

Nine scenarios were performed. All scenarios were started from the conditions that
existed at the LaSalle plant on March 9, 1988, namely End Of Life (EOF) fuel burn-up, 85%
of normal full power and 75 % of normal core flow. For six of the scenarios, large limit-cycle
oscillations were fully established first, before any operator intervention or component failure
was introduced, by simulating the actual LaSalle event, but with the scram signal disabled. The
remaining three scenarios were started from steady-state conditions by the simultaneous tripping
of the main turbines and Recirculation Pumps (RCP).

Each one in the group of six scenarios was initiated by isolating the same number of
feedwater preheaters (FWHT) as had been inadvertently isolated at the LaSalle plant, and by
tripping the recirculation pumps. After this initiation, all simulations in this group were allowed
to proceed until large-amplitude, limit-cycle oscillations were fully established. Particular
attention was paid to the effects from Feedwater Pump (FWP) trips. Table I below presents the
summary of scenarios, simulated on the EPA as per request by NRR.



Table I. Summary of Scenario Initiations And Operator Actions

1. FWHT Isolation and RCP Trip MSIV Closure
2. FWHT Isolation and RCP Trip (nothing else, LaSalle without scram)
3. FWHT Isolation and RCP Trip Turbine Trip w/o Bypass
4. FWHT Isolation and RCP Trip •• Turbine Trip w/o Bypass, FWP Trip
5. FWHT Isolation and RCP Trip Turbine Trip with Bypass, with & w/o RHR
6. FWHT Isolation and RCP Trip Turbine Trip with Bypass, FWP Trip
7. Turbine and RCP Trips
8. Turbine and RCP Trips Coolant Level Lowering, Pressure Reduction
9. Turbine and RCP Trips Boron Injection

Notice that the fifth transient was simulated twice, once with and once without the
Residual Heat Rejection (RHR) system operating.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

The main objective of the ATWS simulations is to determine the time that is available
for remedial operator actions, before the pressure suppression pool reaches its temperature limit
of 80°C (175°F). At this temperature, the pool loses the ability to condense effectively the
steam coming from the reactor vessel through the safety and relief valves. Figure 1 below is
the ATWS Event Tree and summarizes the results obtained from simulating the ATWS transients
listed in Table I above. The last row in Figure 1 shows that, counting from the times of turbine
trip, the suppression pool reaches the temperature limit of 80°C

in the short time of 4.3 minutes, if the feedwater pumps are not tripped but
maintain the coolant inventory in the vessel, and if there is no extraction steam
available for preheating the feedwater and thereby for preventing positive
reactivity insertion through cold feedwater. This combination produces the
largest amount of the coldest feedwater, barring failure of the feedwater control
systems in maximum flow position.

in the longest time of 12 minutes, if the feedwater pumps are tripped, after a
Turbine Trip with Bypass.

never, if either the vessel pressurization is prevented as all the steam is passed
through the still running turbines or through a large capacity bypass, or if Boron
is injected after a turbine trip.
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Figure 1. ATWS Simulations Performed on BNL Engineering Plant Analyzer
(per USNRC-NRR Request)

Below are presented a short description for each simulation, consisting of a time table
of events and actions introduced during the simulation, and of the plots of fission power, core
flow, the steam flow through the safety and relief valves and the pressure suppression pool
temperature, all plotted versus time. The transients are ordered here in the same sequence as
in Table I.

3.1 MSIV Closure ATWS

The Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIV) were closed, after large-amplitude, limit-cycle
oscillations had been fully established. This MSIV closure ATWS is different from the normal
MSIV closure ATWS, which starts from full power and steady-state conditions, and then leads
finally to the cycling of the first bank of relief valves. Here, the MSIV's were closed, while
power and flow oscillations were in progress, and the first two banks of relief valves cycled to
maintain the vessel pressure. Table II below shows the time table of events, and Figures 2 and
3 show fission power and pressure and relief valve flow and suppression pool temperature,
respectively.



Table II. Timetable of Events for MSIV ATWS

Time (min.)

0
3

6.7
6.8
7

8

19.5
30

Events

85% power, 75% flow, FWHT isolated, 2 RCPs tripped
Onset of oscillations
Min. Crit. Power Ratio becomes temporarily less than 1
Min. core flow (temporary stagnation)
Oscillations fully established
MSIV manually closed
Maximum pressure of 8.825 MPa (1280 psia) reached
Thermohydraulic instability suppressed, relief valves cycling with
"beat", first and second banks alternating
Pool temperature limit of 80°C (175°F) reached
Transient simulation discontinued
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Figure 2. Fission Power and Pressure for MSIV Closure ATWS, after limit-cycle oscillation
are established
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Figure 3. Relief Valve Flow and Suppression Pool Temperature MSIV Closure
ATWS with Initial Oscillations



Figure 3 shows that the suppression pool temperature limit of 80°C (]75°F) is reached
in 12.5 min after MSIV closure.

3.2 LaSalle with Imposed Scram Failure (ATWS)

This transient does not lead to any pressure suppression pool heating, because there is
no vessel pressurization and therefore no vapor discharge into the pool. Instead, this transient
leads to the large-amplitude limit-cycle oscillations reported in an attendant paper [2].

3.3 Turbine Trip Without Bypass, Without FWP Trip

This transient is the LaSalle transient plus scram failure, up until the power oscillations
are fully developed and the turbines are tripped at 12 min. after the start of the transient. The
feedwater pumps remain running under the control of the feedwater regulator.

Table III. Timetable of Events for Transient No. 3

Time (min.)

0
3

4.3
6.7
6.8
7
12

16.3
18

Events

85% power, 75% flow, FWHT isolated, 2 RCPs tripped
Onset of oscillations
Pool temperature limit of 80°C (175°F) reached
Minimum Critical Power Ratio becomes temporarily less than 1
Minimum Core Flow (temporary stagnation)
Oscillations fully established
Turbine trip without bypass, no FWP trip, no Boron, no RHR
cooling
Pool temperature limit of 80 °C (175°F) reached
Transient simulation terminated
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Figure 4. Fission Power and Pressure for Turbine Trip w/o Bypass, no FWP trip, no
Boron, but Starting with Oscillations
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Figure 5. Relief Valve Flow and Pool Temperature for Turbine Trip w/o Bypass, no FWP
trip, no Boron, but starting with Oscillations

Figure 5 shows that the pool temperature limit of 80°C (175 °F) is reached in 4.3 min.
after the turbine trip, which is the shortest time for all the nine transients simulated.

3.4 Turbine Trip Without Bypass, With FWP Trip

This transient is the LaSalle transient plus scram failure, up until the power oscillations
are fully developed and the turbines are tripped at 12 min. after the start of the transient. The
feedwater pumps are tripped at 12.8 min. after the start of the transient.

Table IV. Timetable of Events for Transient No. 4

Time (min.)

0
3

6-7
6.8
7.2
11
12

12.8
20.5
24

Events

85% power, 75% flow, FWHT isolated, 2 RCPs tripped
Onset of oscillations
Minimum Critical Power Ratio becomes temporarily less than 1
Minimum core flow (temporary stagnation)
Scram setpoint reached at 118% of full power, scram disabled
Oscillations fully established
Turbine trip without bypass, no FWP trip
Feedwater pumps tripped
Pool temperature limit of 80°C (175°F) reached
Transient simulation terminated
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Figure 6. Fission Power and Pressure for Turbine Trip w/o Bypass, With FWP trip, no
Boron, but starting with Oscillations
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Figure 7. Relief Valve Flow and Pool Temperature for Turbine Trip w/o Bypass, With
FWP trip, no Boron, but starting with Oscillations

Figure 7 shows that the pool temperature limit of 80°C (175°F) is reached 8.5 min. after
the turbine trip.

3.5 Turbine Trip With Bypass, Without FWP Trip

This transient is the LaSalle transient plus scram failure, up until the power oscillations
are fully developed and the turbines are tripped at 12 min. after the start of the transient. The



Bypass is simulated to function normally. No feedwater pumps are tripped; the inventory in the
vessel is maintained.

After the turbines are tripped, steam is being discharged through both the Bypass and
relief valves.

This transient was simulated twice, once with and once without the Residual Heat
Rejection system (RHR) operating. The effect on the time for the pool temperature to reach the
80°C limit is small, as expected: the time is only 0.2 min. shorter, when the RHR system is
not activated.

Table V. Timetable of Events for Transient No. 5

Time (min.)

0
3

6-7
6.8
11
12

18
24

Events

85% power, 75% flow, FWHT isolated, 2 RCPs tripped
Onset of oscillations
Minimum critical power ratio becomes temporarily less than 1
Minimum core flow (temporary stagnation)
Oscillations fully established
Turbine tripped with bypass, no FWP trip,
bypass and relief valve flows commence
Pool temperature limit of 80°C (175°F) reached
Transient simulation terminated
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Figure 8. Fission Power and Pressure for Turbine Trip With Bypass, w/o FWP trip, no
Boron, but starting with Oscillations
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Figure 9. Relief Valve Flow and Pool Temperature for Turbine Trip With Bypass, w/o
FWP trip, no Boron, but starting with Oscillations

Figure 9 shows that the Pressure Suppression Pool temperature limit of 80°C (175°F)
is reached 6 min. after the turbine trip.

3.6 Turbine Trip With Bypass and With FWP Trip

This transient is the LaSalle transient plus scram failure, up until the power oscillations
exceed 200% of full power and the turbines are tripped at 7.1 min. after the start of the
transient. The Bypass is simulated to function normally. The feedwater pumps are tripped; the
inventory in the vessel is not maintained.

Table VI. Timetable of Events for Transient No. 6

Time (min.)

0
3

7-8.8
8

7.1

9
19
20

Events

85% power, 75% flow, FWHT isolated, 2 RCPs tripped
Onset of oscillations
Minimum critical power ratio becomes temporarily less than 1
Minimum core flow
Power oscillations exceed 200% of full power
Feedwater pump trip with 45s delay
Oscillations suppressed
Pool temperature reaches 80°C (175°F) limit
Transient simulation terminated
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Figure 10. Fission Power and Pressure for Turbine Trip With Bypass, With FWP trip, no
Boron, but starting with Oscillations
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Figure 11. Relief Valve Flow and Pool Temperature for Turbine Trip With Bypass, With
FWP trip, no Boron, but starting with Oscillations



Figure 11 shows that the pool temperature limit of 80°C (175°F) is reached 12 min. after
the turbine trip.

3.7 Simultaneous Turbine and Recirculation Pump Trips

This transient is started from the same steady-state conditions, which existed at LaSalle
before the recirculation pump trip, all feedwater preheaters operating. The transient is initiated
by the simultaneous tripping of the turbines and the recirculation pumps. No other operator
action is introduced.

Table VII. Timetable of Events for Transient No. 7

Time (min.)

0

1

2
5.5
7

7.2
20

Events

85% power, 75% flow
Turbine trip and dual recirculation pump trip
Bypass and relief valve discharge begins
Power spike of 380% from TSV closure
Onset of oscillations
Temporary stagnation at core entrance begins to persist
Oscillations fully established
Pool temperature limit of 80°C (175°F) reached
Transient simulation terminated
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Figure 12. Fission Power and Pressure for Simultaneous Turbine and Recirculation Pump
Trips, starting from steady-state, no Boron, no lowering of coolant level, no pressure

reduction
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Figure 13. Relief Valve Flow and Pool Temperature for Simultaneous Turbine and
Recirculation Pump Trips, starting from steady state, no Boron, no lowering of coolant level,

no pressure reduction

Figure 13 shows that 7.2 min. after the turbine trip, the Pressure Suppression Pool
reaches its limit of 80°C (175°F).

3.8 Simultaneous Turbine and Recirculation Pump Trips, With Level Lowering and
Pressure Reduction

As Scenario No. 7, this transient is started from the initial steady-state conditions, which
existed at LaSalle, but all feedwater heaters operating. The transient is initiated by
simultaneously tripping the turbines and the recirculation pumps. After 4 min., the feedwater
pumps are tripped. By manual control of emergency coolant injection (HPCI and RCIC), the
coolant level in the downcomer is lowered to the top of active fuel elevation. Later, the reactor
pressure is reduced to 6.55 MPa (950 psia), by forcing the relief valves to open.



Table VII. Timetable of Events for Transient No. 8

Time (min.)

0
1

2
4

4.8
6

9.3
12

30

Events

85% power, 75% flow, turbine and dual recirculation pump trip
Bypass and relief valve discharge begins
Power spike of 380% from TSV closure
Onset of oscillations
Feedwater Pumps Tripped
Maximum power of 870% of full power reached
EPG level control started
RCIC tripped, HPCI flow reduced to lower level
Pool temperature limit of 80°C (175°F) reached
EPG pressure control started, SRV Bank No. 1 opened and controlled to
maintain pressure at 6.55 MPa (950 psia)
Transient simulation terminated
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Figure 14. Fission Power and Pressure for Simultaneous Turbine and
Recirculation Pump Trips, starting from steady-state, no Boron,

but with lowering of coolant level and pressure reduction
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Figure 15. Relief Valve Flow and Pool Temperature for Simultaneous Turbine and
Recirculation Pump Trips, starting from steady state, no Boron,

but with lowering of coolant level and pressure reduction

Figure 15 shows that the Pressure Suppression Pool temperature limit is reached 9.3 min
after the Turbine Trip.

3.9 Simultaneous Turbine and Recirculation Pump Trips, With Boron Injection

As Transient No. 7, this transient is also started from the same steady-state conditions,
which existed at LaSalle before the recirculation pump trip, all feedwater preheaters operating.
The transient is initiated by-the simultaneous tripping of the turbines and the recirculation
pumps. Boron injection is initiated, with a 60 second delay, two minutes after the turbine and
pump trips.

Table IX. Timetable of Events for Transient No. 9

Time (min.)

0
1

2

13
30

Events

85% power, 75% flow, turbine trip and dual recirculation pump trip
Bypass and relief valve discharge begins
Power spike of 360% from TSV closure
Onset of oscillations
Boron injection initiated, with 60 s delay
Pool temperature reaches asymptotically 76°C (168°F)
Transient simulation terminated
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Figure 16. Fission Power and Pressure for Simultaneous Turbine and Recirculation
Pump Trips, starting from steady-state, With Boron Injection
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Figure 17. Relief Valve Flow and Pool Temperature for Simultaneous Turbine
and Recirculation Pump Trips, starting from steady state, With Boron Injection



Figure 15 shows, that with boron injection, the suppression pool temperature does not
exceed 76°C (168°F) within 30 minutes after the start of the transient.

This completes the description of the ATWS-related transients simulated, per NRR
request, for the purpose of analyzing the effects of power oscillations on ATWS.

4. CONCLUSIONS

EPA simulations of selected ATWS scenarios, having the potentials of affecting the rate
of pressure suppression pool heating, have shown that:

(i) feedwater flow reduction or feedwater pump tripping are the most effective
methods to reduce power oscillations and to reduce the suppression pool heat-up
rate,

(ii) the shortest time for heating up the suppression pool to its temperature limit of
80°C (175°F) is 4.3 min. and obtained for a Turbine Trip without Bypass and
without Feedvvater Pump Trips,

(iii) the longest time for pool heat-up is 12.5 min. and obtained for an MSIV Closure-
induced ATWS; this transient encounters no density wave instability, but relief
valve cycling.

(iv) with Boron injection, the suppression pool temperature does not reach its limit.
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